BOOK CITY ★Roanoke
Notes for

Dar Williams’
What I Found in a Thousand Towns
POSITIVE PROXIMITY: Living in close quarters doesn’t have to mean conflict and loss of
privacy. A community can use proximity to its advantage to integrate the talents and skills of
residents. We have it in Roanoke and can strengthen it.
“First: there are SPACES, indoors and out, that naturally maximize the number of good
interactions in a town. Generally these spaces have some individual character while still
being open enough to accommodate the desires and interests of good citizens.”
CHAPTER THREE! Waterfronts (and revitalization)

✭ “Love is an outcome, not a plan.”
✭ Rivers can be seen as mandatory open space (except when industrial use was the primary use
above all other uses. The example: Wilmington, DE’s Riverfront was government led.
✭ What the riverfront gives the city:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

An investment in public spaces – To bring together a diverse community
Safety – Safe and accessible outdoor access
Orientation - A compass for wayfinding
Collaboration – No one entity can do it alone, furthers collaboration
Perspective – People using it can see how the city is put together, get another view of
neighborhoods.

✭ Inclusivity – the Roanoke Greenway has been called one of the most diverse places in the
community in the 2016 Points of Diversity annual report. How do we build upon that diversity
for a “Cultural Convergence?”
✭ “The success of a city is not in the achievement of homogeneity, but in the peaceful coexistence of
heterogeneous groups.” (83)
★ Detroit’s riverfront goals…. 1) clean, safe and pretty, 2) world class gathering place,
3) gathering place for all.

“Second, there are PROJECTS that build a town’s IDENTITY—socially, culturally, and /or
historically—helping them become…themselves. These projects bring out the advantages
of proximity by attracting the passions and skill sets of people who are like-minded in some
ways but very different in others, cross-pollinating abilities and personalities. Citizens tend
to see past their partisanship and biases when they’re trying to accomplish something they
can’t do alone…”
“Third…TRANSLATION is all of the acts of communication that open up a town to itself and
the world…the ability of a place to incorporate every willing citizen’s contributions, and in
so doing, find ways to make life more interesting, welcome the outside world, and provide
stability for those who need support.”
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